
Not everyone has to be comfortable with all four challenges, but,
if you would like to or indeed, have to use a bicycle as
transportation during the Maine Winter, even occasionally, you’ll
have to get used to the dark. It gets dark all year so being
prepared for the dark is a great way to expand the utility of your
bicycle, year-round! 

Depending on who you are, the cold or the snow might be more
challenging - the cold requires dressing carefully and making sure
on longer rides that you’re dressed well enough to avoid frostbite.
Snow and ice requires equipment considerations and bicycle
handling skills. 

Another major consideration is the distance of your commute. A
commute of 1-3 miles is a lot more forgiving than one of 4-10,
where the former can be done with mostly “normal” clothing; the
latter might require more technical clothing (or at least no
cotton). For the most part, this guide is focused on those doing
shorter commutes given the likelihood of people with longer
commutes are either already riding or less likely to start.

Why cycle in the winter? Winters in Maine can feel long, dark, and cold, but staying active is
a great way to beat the winter blues. Keeping active on your commute is convenient
because you have to get out anyway (to go to work, the store, etc.) so why not make the
most of it! Compared to commuting on foot, cycling in the winter is faster, and because of
Portland’s hills, is generally warmer, and can even be safer than taking the sidewalk. Roads
often have an advantage over sidewalks as they are smoother, get more salt, have better
drainage, and generally get more traffic than sidewalks which leaves them a lot less messy.

There are 3 major considerations to be made when cycling 
in the winter: the Darkness, the Cold, Ice & Snow, and the Bike. 

A GUIDE TO ALL OF THE GEAR,
SKILLS, AND THINGS YOU NEED
TO KNOW TO BIKE SAFELY AND
RIDE HAPPILY IN THE WINTER.



The solution to riding in the dark, even on a summer night,
is to have good lights.  Maine State Law requires bicyclists
to use a headlight visible for 200 feet, a rear reflector, and
reflectors on your pedals or feet. Most agree that that’s
not quite enough. 

Even in the City you should have a headlight to illuminate
the road, potholes, and other potential hazards in front of
you. More importantly, motorists need to see you coming
from the side when their headlights are not on you. Rear
facing lights must be red or amber and should be
mounted in a visible location and bright but not blinding
to those behind you. It’s best to have two lights, so that if
one runs out of batteries others on the road can still see
you from behind. 

A great low-maintenance option for urban riding is
dynamo hub lights that have shaped beams and are
powered by a generator hub on the front whee. Other
options include battery-powered or USB rechargeable
front lights; opt for 500 lumens and ensure to angle down
to avoid blinding drivers and to illuminate the road in
front.

THE DARK
VISIBILITY

Get yourself a headlamp like John!

Sewing reflective
material onto

existing clothing
can be an

affordable way to
add a reflective

layer to your
wardrobe. 

Safety vests (some
with built-in lights)
are also affordable

and can be worn
over anything.

Reflectors or reflective tape are also great tools that can be attached to your bicycle,
added to fenders, wrapped around bike racks, or added to helmets!

LIGHTS

An important factor in nighttime visibility is lane position. Even
in the daytime, you are always more likely to be noticed sooner
when you are further away from the edge. Using the general
travel lane, when possible, can help prevent intersection
conflicts at night.

Brightly colored and reflective clothing is an important step to
being seen by other cyclists and those driving cars.

Unfortunately, high visibility and reflective cycling wear tend to
be made to performance standards and not the best outer
layer. Fortunately, brightly colored (“day-glo”) & reflective
workwear is widely available, accommodates bulkier
underlayers, performs well, and is inexpensive. 

Reflectivity works
best closer to the

light source
(headlights).

https://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/29-A/title29-Asec2084.html


THE ICE, SNOW, AND RAIN

STUDDED TIRES
Studded bicycle tires can provide a lot of extra stability on
slippery roads, and can make winter trail use more possible.
They do tend to be more expensive than regular tires, but you can
save money by using just one, or “doing it yourself” with screws
and an old knobby tire (google it). If you chose to use just one,
opinion is mixed on whether it should be the front wheel or the
back; the front tire is more important for staying upright, but the
rear is more important for traction. Note that studded tires add
rotational weight that can dramatically slow down the bike. 

A WINTER BIKE
If you don’t need or want studded tires
every day, consider purchasing a used
mountain bike (typically of ‘90s vintage) to
put the studs on, and only use that bike
when you want them. This saves you the
trouble of switching tires and keeps the
studs lasting longer. A winter bike can also
help to preserve your nice fair(er) weather
commuter. Winter salts, sand, and slush is
hard on a bike's frame, wheels, drive-train,
etc. Winter bikes should expect abuse but
also need extra cleaning (especially at the
end of the season).

FENDERS
Aside from studded tires, fenders are a
fairly important component of a winter
bike although in occasions of extremely
heavy/slushy snow the fenders can get
jammed up. Metal fenders hold up
better than plastic (and “cold weather
plastic” fenders are better than
standard ones). If you store your bike in
a warm place (like a basement) the cold
snow and ice is more likely to adhere to
your fenders than if you store it in a
cold place (like an unheated garage).

Ride in a straight line as much as possible
Lean the bike (e.g., when turning) as little as possible

Stay upright! Don’t lean (that's how falls happen) and go slow. Don’t lean into turns
(steer into turns). Pick your line over slippery surfaces, and expect turns (even slight
ones) to take longer. 

The important thing about riding on slippery surfaces is to stay upright. This entails

Since bikes slip when they are leaning it is best to make turns by steering. This means
that you’ll turn your handlebars much more than usual and you might find yourself
sticking out your knee in the direction of the turn to coax the bike in the direction you
want to go. As a result the turns are a lot wider, slower, and might need to be made in
phases or increments (i.e., turn your wheel, straighten it, turn it again . . . in rapid
succession).

RIDING TECHNIQUES



GEAR, SKILLS, THINGSTHE COLD

For commutes of 1-3 miles jackets of various
warmths can be worn over regular clothing.
For example, if you are wearing a shirt under a
warm sweater to work you might choose an
unlined jacket if the temperature is above 25
degrees, a thinly lined coat for 15-25 degrees,
and a thickly lined coat for 14 degrees and
below. Having multiple winter cycling jackets
is an alternative to learning the complex
science of layering

Ski/snowboarding shells are also a good
choice. These garments provide a lot of
warmth with little weight or bulk. They also
have built-in ventilation (like “pit-zips”) which
allows riders to open the vents when exerting
from riding and then close the vents and put
on the hood when walking.

Conventional wisdom (much of it
perpetuated from the performance
sportswear industry) recommends layers.
Layering is typically better than a single jacket
if that jacket is too warm (or not warm
enough) for the conditions, and knowing how
warm a jacket will be needed takes experience
and guesswork. Layers can be carried with you
in a pannier, backpack, basket, or messenger
bag, and if you get too hot, you can remove
just one layer at a time although many
commuters find this cumbersome. It can be
helpful to make a (mental?) chart of what
layers work best for what temperatures, so
that leaving in the morning has little
guesswork involved.

If your extremities are warm, you may be
surprised how little you need to wear on your
torso–a good wind & waterproof outer layer is
a great place to start (bonus points if it is high
visibility), adding layers underneath it such a
garment is probably going to be a good shell
until it gets really cold. 

Electric Bikes: Due to the often higher
speed coupled with less exertion of
riding an e-bike, it can be a bit more
challenging to stay warm while riding.
Insulation is important, but layers
which will protect you from the wind
are even more crucial. A 30-degree day
can quickly turn into a ride in the teens
when riding at higher speeds. (A
helpful tool to get an idea of what to
expect on your ride is plugging the
temps and wind speed/top e-bike
speed into a wind chill calculator.)

When considering e-bike clothing,
think skiing. Insulated ski jacket shells,
wind/snow pants, balaclavas and ski
goggles are very effective at blocking
wind and keeping you warm. In
addition, pogies and neoprene
overshoes will protect your
extremities. Depending on how cold
you run, a full-face motorcycle helmet
may not be a bad idea to keep you
warm and safe. When you are done
riding, be sure to store your bike (or
battery, if it is removable) indoors to
prevent it from being damaged by the
cold temperatures!

Dressing for the cold is personal, not only do people’s tolerances vary but the notion
of what is convenient or not varies also. One rule of thumb is that you should never be
warm at the start of your ride because you are likely to overheat sometime during it. 

https://www.weather.gov/epz/wxcalc_windchill
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work well. In the very coldest weather you can stand, a balaclava, with a fitted
cycling hat on top, with the hood of your hoodie over that & finally topped off with a
helmet may work. 

While expensive, if you can find a wool hoodie, some swear by them.
Most people incorporate some type of ski google, though it’s very personal how cold
it is when they get added to the wardrobe. 

Glasses or goggles are sometimes necessary to protect your eyes from the cold (or
bright sunlight) but can fog up when your mouth or nose are covered. This is most
problematic at lower speeds, so a good solution is to wear something you can pull
down under your nose or mouth when you stop, then pull back up once you’re up to
cruising speed. Ski goggles don't give peripheral vision and should generally be
avoided for that reason although they do offer excellent coverage and visibility in
extreme conditions.

A buff or neck gaiter, perhaps a fleece or wool one, is also an amazing garment that
adds a few degrees of comfort to any outfit.

GEAR, SKILLS, THINGS

HEAD

Short-brim hats (like cycling caps) with earflaps can be a
great choice! Try to avoid full-sized visors (like a baseball
cap) which can impede your vision. Some people stretch
hats or put helmet covers over their helmets which work well
unless you have a helmet-mounted light. Ski helmets have
built-in insulation and ear protection as do some moto-
scooter or motorbike helmets. For only mildly cold weather,
a skullcap or

LEGS

You might be ok in regular pants down to slightly
chilly temperatures, but, once your legs start getting
cold, a pair of rain pants or ski pants makes a good
layer, with pants or insulted leggings or long johns
underneath. Gaiters for snowshoeing or cross-
country skiing are very helpful for keeping snow out
of your shoes or boots and can have reflectors sewn
on the back. Thick wool, and thick long johns (like
Duo-Fold) can give the impression of normalcy. A
sheepskin saddle cover can help keep the middle
anatomy warm on very cold days.

fitted cycling hat with ear protectors, or even just ear warmers, may
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HANDS

“Pogies” (also known as “bar-mitts”) are insulated covers, sleeping
bags for your hands, which work well with flat bars. These provide
excellent warmth while allowing you to wear either thin or no
gloves thus being convenient for dexterity for things like locking up
a bike (which is hard to do with mittens).

For temperatures that aren’t too cold, even a light pair of gloves
might be enough; for colder temperatures, a heavier pair of gloves
for colder conditions. The thing to look for in gloves is whether they
give you the dexterity to lock up your bike or if you need to take the
gloves off to do so which can be cold and cumbersome.

FEET

If you use regular flat pedals, normal boots can be worn,
though, you may want to make sure you have insulated ones.
Wool socks are important, cotton just isn’t insulative enough. If
you use clipless pedals, insulated bike shoes exist, but are
expensive enough that many switch to flat pedals for the winter. 

With special thanks to artist Jenny Ibson
(jennyibsen.com) and photographer Jeff Scher.

Many people prefer mittens in most cold
temperatures, though, some might find
their hands sweat unless it’s really
freezing, and some might really benefit
from the Pogies mentioned above in all
but the most balmy of winter days. 

At extremely low temperatures, hand
warmers can be added to mittens.
Disposable ones are available at hardware
stores, or you can make your own
reusables by sewing small fabric squares
filled with uncooked rice. Heat them up in
the microwave for about 20 seconds, and
they’ll stay warm for about 20 minutes.
The commercial ones last for about 7
hours total, but you can stretch them over
multiple trips by sealing them back up in
an airtight plastic bag between your trips
(they are activated by oxygen).

 Other glove options include
“lobster gloves”, a compromise
between gloves and mittens that place some of 
 your fingers, and battery-warmed gloves.

Conversion gloves of various designs provide both
excellent warmth and great manual dexterity.
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